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A Constellation Space Dimensionality
Reduced Sub-Optimal Receiver for
Orthogonal STBC CPM Modulation in a
MIMO Channel
M. Hekrdla
We consider burst orthogonal space-time block coded (OSTBC) CPM modulation in a MIMO flat slow Rayleigh fading channel. The optimal receiver must process a multidimensional non-linear CPM signal on each antenna. This task imposes a high load on the receiver computational performance and increases its complexity. We analytically derive a suboptimal receiver with a reduced number of front end
matched filters (MFs) corresponding to the CPM dimension. Our derivation is made fully in the constellation signal space, and the reduction is based on the linear orthogonal projection to the optimal subspace. Criterion optimality is a standard space-time rank and determinant
criterion. The optimal arbitrary-dimensional subspace search leads to the eigenvector solution. We present the condition on a sufficient
subspace dimension and interpret the meaning of the corresponding eigenvalues. It is shown that the determinant and rank criterion for
OSTBC CPM is equivalent to the uncoded CPM Euclidean distance criterion. Hence the proposed receiver may be practical for uncoded
CPM and foremost in a serially concatenated (SC) CPM system. All the derivations are supported by suitable error simulations for binary
2REC h= 1/2, but the procedure is generally valid for any CPM variant. We consider OSTBC CPM in a Rayleigh fading AWGN channel
and SC CPM in an AWGN channel.
Keywords: Space-Time Coding (STC), Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM), receiver complexity reduction, MIMO, burst Orthogonal
Space-Time Block Coded (OSTBC) CPM, Serially Concatenated CPM (SCCPM), mismatched detector.

1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Continuous phase modulation (CPM) is a transmitterfriendly digital modulation scheme typically used in wireless
communication systems e.g. Bluetooth, GSM. The constant
envelope property allows the use of a low-cost, nonlinear
power efficient amplifier typically from C class, whereas continuous phase forces the spectrum to decrease steeply and
leads to spectral efficient modulation with a narrow bandwidth. However, in the typical wireless fading communication
channel, uncoded CPM suffers from the same performance
degradation as any linear modulation format. Hence, in the
past few years, there has been an effort to extend the concept
of space-time coding (STC), originally developed for linear
modulations, to CPM. Several ST CPM coding schemes have
been proposed that can be classified as ST trellis codes [20],
[19]. These schemes have modified the phase trellis inherent
to CPM, and therefore the existing CPM receiver schemes
cannot be directly applied. These disadvantages do not have
space-time block codes (STBC) [18]. Design rules combining
orthogonality and CPM cannot be simply applied due to
phase continuity violation. However, it might be easily accomplished with a burst-based approach [8]. Phase continuity
among the bursts is ensured by the termination tail data sequence, which forces the modulator to the zero state at the
end of each burst.

1.2 Goals
We propose an optimal reduced constellation subspace for
burst OSTBC CPM with the optimality criterion given by a
8

standard space-time determinant and rank criterion. We assume that the constellation basis fulfills orthogonality and the
Nyquist condition in order to simplify metric computation of
the receiver and prepare the ground for possible iterative
detection. The well-known Laurent expansion [4], including
its tilted forms variant, does not satisfy this. Receivers that
use shorter phase pulses than the transmitter are called mismatched receivers [10]. This type of receivers are also used
here. It is shown that the optimal subspace is described in the
constellation space by eigenvectors of a special Hermitian
matrix. This is formed by all signal vector differences making
all minimal free paths of uncoded CPM, and depends only
on the given CPM variant. The dimensionality of this space
corresponds to the number of MFs practically implemented
at each antenna of the receiver. The analytical derivation
uses linear orthogonal subspace eigenvector projection in the
constellation space. Suboptimal receivers are tested with binary 2REC h =1 2 in a 2×1 MIMO Rayleigh fading channel
and the Alamouti space-time block code. The procedure itself
has general validity for any space-time block code from the
orthogonal design (OD) [16] and for any used CPM format.

1.3 Prior art and related work
Analytical projection to a one-dimensional subspace has
been discussed in [14]. The procedure was based on earlier
work with numerical optimization [13] and a definition of
the optimality criterion [12]. The non-linear receiver preprocessor has been investigated in [11]. There has been a huge
effort in CPM receiver complexity reduction. Papers dealing
with this topic are [10], [3], [9], [15], [6] and references in
them.
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the PM dL possible waveforms and the number of modulator

2 Definitions and system model

states is equal to PM (dL -1) .The state equation for the accumu-

2.1 Tilted CPM definition
For mathematical convenience we adopt the tilted phase
CPM concept [7] with a time-invariant trellis and possibly
reduced modulator states and distinct signal waveforms. A
stationary trellis diagram is attractive for a minimum free
distance search, the termination tail algorithm and a constellation basis search. The modulated bandpass complex
envelope signal is defined as
2e s ( j2 pf1 t + y ( t,U ))
(1)
s ( t, U) =
e
Ts

lated phase follows Vn +1 = (Vn + Un - L +1) mod P.

2.2 Constellation space
We find the orthonormal and Nyquist basis by applying
the Gram-Schmidt procedure to the maximum number of lins masked by a rectearly independent modulator outputs {x j ( t)} Nj =1
s
angular function. The orthonormal bases {zi( t)} N
i=1 are ob-

tained according to the Gram-Schmidt recursive formula

å
z ( t) =
x ( t) - å

with shifted center carrier frequency f1 = f 0 - h ( M d - 1) 2Ts ,
where Ts, Md, es, f0 is the symbol duration, alphabet size, symbol energy and original carrier frequency, respectively. The
physically distinguishable phase is due to the harmonic function periodicity taken y = ( y) mod 2p . The information-carrying tilted phase is
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The modulation index is a rational irreducible number
h = K P and the alphabet size Md is assumed strictly power
of 2. The frequency pulse m(t) with normalized area
¥
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distinct values, and so the modulator output signal is one of
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xj , z i z i ( t ) .

The modulation dimension is denoted Ns. The maximum
number of linearly independent outputs can be obtained for
Vn = 0, because the other functions are a multiple of
exp( j2phVn ). This determines that the corresponding constellation vectors are directly equal to the individual rows of
matrix A and the other constellation vectors are multiplied
by e j2phVn.
Note that the modulator output waveforms for the case of
REC are linearly dependent for the same data permutation.
The final shape of the output signal is given by the sum of the
data sequence of length L. In that case, dimension Ns is equal
to the number of all possible different summation results. The
summation can take any number from 0 to L( M d -1) , hence
N sREC = L( M d - 1) + 1.

Modulator states are defined sn = [Un -1,K, Un - L +1, Vn ].
n -L
The accumulated state Vn = æç
Ui ö÷ mod P takes only P
i= 0
è
ø
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+ ( L - 1)( M d - 1) ph; 0 £ t £ Ts .

defines the phase function b ( t) =

(7)

where matrix

Un - i b ( t + iTs )

i= 0

W ( t ) = ph( M d - 1)
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where f( t, d) is the original classic CPM phase. New data symbols Un take Md different values Un Î {0, 1, K, ( M d - 1)}. The
physical phase function is

+4 ph

,

where x ( t), z ( t) =
x ( t), z *( t) d t is an inner product opera0
tion. Equivalently in matrix notation

y( t, d) = f ( t, d) + ph( M -1) 1 Ts ,

y ( t + nTs , U) = (2phVn ) mod 2p

j -1
x ( t), zi( t) zi( t)
i=1 j
j -1
x ( t), zi( t) zi( t)
i=1 j

(9)

Considering RC and other similarly piecewise linearly independent pulses we cannot use the previous trick and hence
N sRC = M dL .

(10)
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2.3 Burst orthogonal space-time block coded
CPM
Without loss of generality we consider the only one full
rate Alamouti scheme (transmit antennas NT = 2 ) as the most
important representative of OSTBC. We consider signal division corresponding to the two Nd 2 data messages, where Nd
denotes the number of data symbols in the message. Let us
define s1( t) = s ( t) for 0 £ t < Ts Nd 2 and zero otherwise, and
similarly s2 ( t) = s ( t + Ts Nd 2) ; 0 £ t < Ts Nd 2. The resulting
space-time NT ´ NdTs continuous-time signal
é s ( t) -s2*( t) ù
s( t) = ê 1
ú,
êës2 ( t) s1*( t) úû

(11)

3 Optimal projection subspace
3.1 Rank and determinant criterion for STC in
flat Rayleigh fading channel
The design criteria for space-time coding in quasi-static
fading were originally designed to optimize the worst case
pairwise error probability (PWEP) [17]. If we denote
DS = S( d( i) ) - S( d( k ) ), i ¹ k
as a two distinct codeword difference and codeword distance
matrix R = D SD S H
1. The code design rule for NT N R < 4 follows.
(a) Maximize the minimum rank r of matrix R and
(b) maximize the minimum product

can be described in the constellation space with
s ( t) ~ [ s1, s2 ,K, sN ],
d
s1( t) ~ [ s1, s2 ,K, sN 2 ] and

2 +1
H
s1

H ù
- sN
d
ú
H
K sN
2
+1 úû
d

K

for all

ferences DS.
2. For the case NT N R ³ 4 ,

s2 ( t) ~ [ sNd 2 +1,K, sNd ]
by the space-time codeword matrix [18]
H
- sN
d

i i

nonzero li over all pairs of distinct codeword dif-

d

é s1T
K sTNd 2
S =ê T
s
K sTNd
ëê Nd 2 +1

Õl

(a) make sure that the minimum rank r is such that
rN R ³ 4 and
(12)

(b) maximize the minimum trace

å l of matrix R
i i

among all pairs of distinct codeword differences
The block structure may cancel important phase continuity. Due to the long blocks the continuity violation will result in
a small spectrum broadening, but long blocks lead to long
delays in communication. So we use the termination tail technique, which forces the CPM modulator to the well-defined
finish state at the end of each block and preserves the phase
continuity. In addition, it increases the minimal free dis tance,
but it also leads to some bits that carry no information [8].
The maximal termination tail length in symbols is obtained
considering Un -1 Å Un -2 Å K Å Un - L +1 Å Vn = 1 as
é P -1 ù
Ntt = ê
ú + L - 1,
ê M d - 1ú

(13)

Å denotes modulo P addition and é* ù is an integer part
rounded up.

2.4 Channel model
A MIMO system model in constellation space describes received signal at the kth antenna for t Î ( nTs , ( n + 1)Ts ) as
x n ,k =

NT

å

hki sn ,i + wn ,k .

(14)

i=1

In the block constant flat Rayleigh fading channel, the coefficients hki are complex Gaussian zero mean independent
identically distributed (IID) random variables with unity variance. Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is represented
by vector w. It is a complex random zero mean Gaussian variable with power 2N0 per dimension.
10

DS.
The minimum operation is over all distinct codeword
pairs and maximization should be accomplished with suitable STC.
Burst Alamouti coded CPM codeword difference matrix is
according to (12)
H
H ù
é Ds1T
K DsTNd 2 -DsN
K -DsN
d 2 +1
d
ú.
DS = ê T
H
T
Ds1H
K DsN
êëDsNd 2 +1 K DsNd
úû
2
d
(15)
The codeword distance matrix is then simplified to a diagonal matrix
æ Nd
ö
2
(16)
R =ç
Dsi ÷I NT .
ç
÷
è i=1
ø

å

We may expect this result, since OSTBC keeps orthogonality between signals transmitted from each antennas.
Hence all its eigenvalues are equal l1 = l2 =K = lNT = l and
so this scheme has a full rank and determinant equal to
det( R) =

Õ

NT

l
i=1 i

= lNT .

Note that the eigenvalues of diagonal distance matrix R are
equal to the Euclidean distance of uncoded CPM between
s(i)(t) and s(k)(t).
l=

Nd

å Ds

i

2

= d2ik .

(17)

i=1

Both the rank&determinant and the rank&trace criterion
are equivalent to the minimal free distance of uncoded CPM
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æ ND
(
2ö
ç
B$ = arg max
P( B)Dsi ÷ .
( ç
÷
B
è i=1
ø

maximization. Assuming that the minimal d2min in most influ-

å

ences the error rate performance for medium to high SNR,
we have to find a subspace reducing projection that preserves

We should note that the projection focusing minimal

these minimal free distances. We may observe that the suboptimal
receiver would also be optimal for uncoded CPM.

(18)

distances will also change the overall distance spectrum. Thus
after the projection e.g. the second minimum might be lower than the first minimum resulting in not-optimal perfor-

3.2 Minimal energy error events
The minimal free distance for a general particular response (L>1) CPM is commonly obtained numerically [2,
1]. Because we assume zero start and termination state, we
may conclude that free distances are all trellis paths that
split and merge and are otherwise equal. The set containing all signal differences forming all minimal free distances
D = {D s1, K, D sND } has ND components. For example, binary 2REC h =1 2 with dimension NS = 3 has the free paths
shown by bolted lines in Fig. 1. In the minimal path search it is
sufficient to consider signals with Vn = 0, due to CPM rotational symmetry.

3.3 Optimal linear orthogonal subspace
projection
According to the STC code construction rules, we search
for a projection subspace where the energy of minimal CPM
path differences is maximal. In other words, we search for the
best approximation of minimal Euclidean differences with a
lower-dimensional signal. The basic proper ties of linear projectors [5] are P = B( B H B) -1 B H , P H = P, P2 = P, where
matrix B consists of the projection subspace generally linearly
independent basis B = b1, b2 , K, bNP . Our task is to find

[

]

such B that preserves all minimal free distances

mance. Hence the general joint optimization problem
æ ND
(
2 ö÷
ç
$
)
D
B = arg max
min
P
(
B
s
i
(
÷
Ds ç
B
è i=1
ø

å

should be assumed. Due to computational tractability, we assume that the minimal error event will also be minimal after
the projection, and confirm this condition afterwards.
The projection to Np dimensional subspace along the
orthonormal base function set {b1, b2 , K, bNp } is defined by
the projector P = B B H . The term in (22) simplifies
ND

å
i=1

PDsi

2

ND

=

å

DsiH PDsi =

i=1

Np ND

ååb

H
H
j DsiDsi b j .

j =1 i=1

The optimization problem is then
Np

åb

H
j Q

!

b j = max ,

(19)

j =1

where the sum of all outer products
æ
Q =ç
ç
è

ND

å Ds Ds
i

i=1

H
i

ö
÷.
÷
ø

(20)

The sum of Np real non-negative quadratic forms (19) is
maximized when each element is maximized. Now we employ
the spectral theorem on condition that b1, b2, …, bNp must
form an orthonormal set.

Fig. 1: Binary 2REC h = 1 2 minimal free paths (thick lines)
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The spectral theorem of quadratic form [5] says
lmin £ x H A x £ lmax ; "x : x

2

assume a 2×1 MIMO Rayleigh fading channel with burst

=1

Alamouti STBC CPM. According to the notes at the end
of sec. 3.2 and 3.3, we need to investigate the trellis only for

for A hermitian, where l is an eigenvalue of A.
Here the conditions are fulfilled since the matrix Q H = Q
2
is hermitian and b j = 1. Thus
bH
j Q b j £ lmax .

(21)

For a subspace basis equal to unit Q eigenvectors vi,
2

the quadratic form viH Q vi = viH li vi = li vi = li and simiH
larly vmax
Q vmax = lmax . Considering (21), we have found
the maximum. Assuming all eigenvalues are decreasing
l1 ³K ³ lN s the optimal projection basis is
.
B$ = v , K, v

[1

Np

]

(22)

Vn = 0. There are 4 minimal free paths with distance
d2min = 3.454 that consist of vectors
D = {d12 , d78 , 2d23 , d35 , d46},
where the constellation vector difference is dik = s( i) - s( k ) .
The resulting matrix
H
H
H
H
H
.
Q = d12 d12
+ d78 d78
+ d23 d23
+ d35 d35
+ d46 d46

The corresponding eigenvalues are
{l1, l2 , l3} = {0015
. , 0363
. , 3075
. }. Hence the distance spectrum changes negligibly (by 0.015) after projection along
{v2, v3 }, see Fig. 2. Abbreviations ’no’,’v3’,’v2v3’ mean reDistance spectra, bin 2REC h=1/2

The minimal free distance after the projection is equal to
ND
li. Considering P = I N s we conclude that the sum of all

å

8

no projection
projection to [v2,v3]

i=1

eigenvalues is equal to the total signal energy

å Ds

i

i=1

2

7

Ns

=

ål .

6

i

i=1

Therefore, the error energy of the difference between a signal
and its approximation is
Ns

ål .

i
i= Np +1

Occurrence

ND

2

the rest of all other minimal free paths simply by a shift of
e j2pVn . Comparing matrix Q, which we get from all signal
differences forming all free distances, and matrix Q ¢, which
consists of those with Vn = 0, we conclude that the eigenvectors are the same, because
DsDsH = e j2 pVn Ds¢ e - j2 pVn Ds¢ H = Ds¢ Ds¢ H .

1
0
3.4

4 Numerical Results
For error performance verification we chose binary 2REC
h =1 2 with free error events, depicted in Fig. 1, and we

4

2

4.2

4.4

4.6

4.8

ceiver without dimensionality reducing projection, suboptimal receiver with projection to the subspace given by v3 and
10

BER

10

(24)

3.8

Fig. 2: Bin 2REC h = 1 2 distance spectrum for error length 3

3.4 Sub-optimal receiver basis
It can be shown, that the implemented subspace basis
functions are obtained from the optimal basis in constellation
s
space (22) and the original orthonormal bases {zi} N
i-1 accord-

3.6

d

For this reason, the eigenvectors of matrix Q are fully described for free paths with Vn = 0, and so ND depends only on
L and Md (not a function of h).

12

4
3

(23)

As we discussed above, if we found all minimal free distances for zero accumulated metric Vn = 0, we would obtain

ing to the following formula.
é z1( t) ù
ú
Tê
ji( t) = vi ê M ú , for i = 1, K, Np .
êzN ( t) ú
ë s û
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Bit error rate, burst Alamouti STBC CPM, bin2REC h = 1/2 , Nd = 16
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Fig. 3: Burst Alamouti STBC Bin 2REC h = 1 2 error rate performance in a Rayleigh fading channel
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by {v2,v3}, respectively. The error rate performance is shown
in Fig. 3. An interesting simulation was performed for serially
concatenated bit random interleaved (5,7) convolution code
in the AWGN channel, see Fig. 4.
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10

10

10

10

10

Bit error rate, SC bin2REC h = 1/2, Nd = 1024
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Fig. 4: SC Bin 2REC h = 1 2error rate performance in the AWGN
channel

5 Conclusions and Discussion
We have analytically found a procedure for designing a
suboptimal reduced dimensionality receiver for burst OSTBC
CPM, based on the standard space-time code construction
rules. We observed in the derivations that this procedure can
also be applied to the suboptimal receiver for uncoded CPM.
The derivation was realized fully in the constellation space
based on linear orthogonal projection. The whole problem
leads to the eigenvector solution, where the corresponding
eigenvalues agree with the energy distribution of the minimal
free distance to its orthogonal eigenvector subspaces. The
true values of these eigenvalues for given CPM describe possible dimensionality reduction with no impact on performance.
It has been shown that for minimal free paths and an optimal
eigenvector search it is sufficient to consider the zero accumulated phase Vn = 0. The suggested procedure was simulated
for a specific CPM variant – binary 2REC h =1 2 with a result corresponding to the analytical solution.
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